Singaposium
a student musical festival

a program of
musical masterclasses
student symphonies
educational excitement
and asian adventures

6 -13 July 2014 • Singapore
[and then every 2 years from 2015]

Inviting your orchestra, ensembles or choral performers to participate in a week of student advancement in Your Singapore, the centre of Asian musical education, where students will participate in a series of workshops, tutorials and master classes with some of Asia’s leading musical maestros.

Planned and hosted by musical educators from Singapore and Australia, this seven day event will cater for your most experienced and talented musicians, as well as students who are at a developmental stage. Combined choirs and ensembles will enable full participation for small groups. The event will be a highlight of your students’ musical curriculum, in addition to the opportunity of exploring one of the world’s most vibrant and exciting countries... Your Singapore.

In addition to an exciting musical agenda the program will include visits to many of Singapore’s exhilarating attractions – Universal Studios, the world famous Singapore Night Zoo, Asian cultures & histories and many more local activities... this is an experience not to be missed.

Full details will be available shortly or contact info@singaposium.com.au